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Abstract
The current evolution in the railway management software domain heads in the direction of highly modular systems with many
different smaller components working together, tuned towards the operator’s needs. In order to create an integrated management
system for the train and railway domain in general, many different applications from both operators and manufacturers have to
cooperate. To create a robust integrated system, a good supporting middleware infrastructure is needed. To the authors’ knowledge,
very few integrated or standardized techniques for creating higher-level intelligent middleware in the railway domain are publicly
defined to date. The solution today towards establishing connectivity through the train makes use of a messaging bus. A service
layer, providing mechanisms for e.g. life-cycle management, discovery and information aggregation, is however not provided in this
current approach. Therefore, a distributed and modular architecture using ontologies, and widely used standards, such as Ethernet
and IP, is detailed in this paper. The architecture provides the required intelligence needed for monitoring distributed applications in
the train environment. The middleware allows information to be aggregated and analysed on different levels. Information querying,
based on the ontology in the middleware is also discussed. By means of directory functionality, the ontology-driven middleware
provides intelligent discovery as well. Finally, the ontologies used in the middleware to structure the domain and corresponding
methods for creating such ontologies are presented.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recent research and development in the area of next generation train backbones has created an incentive towards the
replacement of legacy interconnecting data communication architectures such as the Train Communication Network
(TCN) as detailed in [25], by newer and more innovative backbones. These new backbones both serve synchronous as
well as asynchronous communication, using a middleware responsible for the management of the backbone. Because
every train type is different and has its own operator-specific characteristics, the need for a modular and extendable
architecture becomes clear. Moreover, not only the modular aspect of this architecture is important. Because the
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railway domain is large and complicated, especially if the entire domain is taken into account, the description of the
domain can rapidly become obscure and cluttered. The solution introduced here to overcome this inherent problem,
is to create a hierarchical, layered ontology describing the domain. The choice for a layered ontological approach
can be explained as follows. Inherently at the construction of a train, already three different levels can be identified;
the individual subcomponent/subsystem level, the coach-level and the aggregating train-level. These natural layers
are reflected in our ontology, where similar levels are created. Using this approach, a well-organized and orderly
description of the domain is constructed. The use of ontologies also creates the possibility for intelligent querying of
and reasoning on the model and its instances.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces related work and a historical overview
of the communication architectures and related services in trains. The next section, Section 2.3 introduces ontologies
and OWL [21] by means of a brief railway situated example. Section 3 focuses on the detailed description of the
constructed hierarchical layered software architecture. The developed communication network for the train backbone
is presented as well. Also, the provisions for incorporating the ontology in the middleware are discussed. Section 4
introduces hierarchical ontologies for the railway domain. Extendibility and methods for adaptation of the ontology
are presented in Section 5. Section 6 supports the ontology-driven management case by means of a use case about the
detection of incipient door failures. Also the possible generalization of the introduced concepts towards other domains
apart from the railway domain is detailed in Section 7. Finally, we highlight the main conclusions and identify some
future work.
2. Related work
2.1. Historical evolution
Historically, the first framework for digital communication in the train was a collection of subsystems and the Train
Control and Management System (TCMS) communicating with each other through several interconnecting wires. It
rapidly became clear that this way of communication was not really flexible and easily extendable. Adding new devices
on the train meant that new cables had to be laid so that these new components could establish a communication and
collaborate with other components or subsystems on the train.
The next step was to introduce a single backbone for communication called TCN [25], either using Ethernet or
another protocol, such as CAN [15], profibus [13] or LON [4]. A single bus messaging system had been created,
solving the problem of the need for several interconnecting wires, but a service layer was still missing in this
architecture. This second approach had the disadvantage that all communication management and maintenance code
had to be replicated in each subsystem, which was a time consuming and error-prone task.
A logical third step towards a more modular and extendable approach was the introduction of a middleware
platform in the backbone. An example of such an approach can be found in [11] and [7]. This middleware
is responsible for all communication management processes in all its forms. These processes include life cycle
management, discovery, transaction management, scheduling and so on. But still, the problem of the injection of
some form of intelligence and a common modelling of the domain to be used by all subsystems, was still not solved.
This is necessary because the need for intelligent maintenance and fault detection and diagnosis is emerging. The
ultimate goal of this intelligent detection and diagnosis is to be able to reduce fleet maintenance costs.
To make this possible, as a last step, ontologies are introduced in the middleware platform. These ontologies create
machine processable semantic knowledge of the domain. This means that the middleware now not only provides
communication interfaces between subsystems, but also semantic interfaces. Extra knowledge about the subsystems
is introduced into the middleware, creating a wide range of new possibilities. One of those new opportunities is the
injection of specific knowledge of the train’s maintenance history and extra peculiarities, such as known issues of some
subsystems, in the knowledge base for that train and therefore simplifying incipient fault detection. Also, expressing
the inter-relationships between the subsystems creates a way of reasoning on the status of the train’s components
beyond the borders of each individual component. Using this approach, the facility is created for automatic fault-
correlation and analysis. This is an important feature, which can reveal potentially hidden faults and relationships
between faults occurring on a train.
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2.2. Intelligent middleware
Previous research in middleware architectures using ontologies is detailed in [1], where a service-oriented
middleware for context-aware services is discussed. Also, research towards an easy integration and management
of ontologies into applications and middleware is being done by the OMWG (Ontology Management Working
Group) [20]. The ideas and principles presented by these have been used in this research as a basis for extension
and adaptation towards the needs of the railway domain. Generic guidelines, ideas and principles for creating context-
aware services on the one hand and for creating modular ontologies on the other, have been introduced in [1] and [20],
respectively.
Another important source of information for creating ontology-based middleware was found in the “On-To-
Knowledge” project [16], partially funded by the IST Programme of the Commission of the European Communities
as project number IST-1999-10132. A similar approach is presented in this discussion to integrate ontologies in
the middleware of the train backbone, being the re-use of existing software libraries for ontology management and
reasoning such as Sesame [3], Racer Pro [6] or Pellet [9]. The difference can be found in the fact that the architecture
presented in this article is tuned towards the needs of the railway domain, whereas the approach presented in [16]
has a more generic architecture, suitable for many different situations. Also, in the approach presented further, we
aim to integrate the ontology management and reasoning tools into the mature and proven middleware technology of
CORBA in order to create an integrated middleware platform.
2.3. Ontology definition
A brief, but all-embracing definition of an ontology, can be found in [5]: “An ontology is a specification of a
conceptualisation in the context of knowledge sharing”. Accordingly, an ontology describes in a formal manner the
concepts and relationships, existing in a particular system and using a machine-processable common vocabulary
within a computerised system.
The foundation of ontologies is situated in the development of the “Semantic Web”. The way a search engine
works these days is conceptually straightforward. It tries to match the keywords of a query with the content of the
webpages. On these results statistical methods are applied, giving some results more relevance than other ones. An
alternative to this basic search method is to perform the search on the semantic concepts underlying the information
on webpages. Also, the relationships between webpages are described by creating an ontology for the webspace. In
such an ontology, the contents of webpages are clearly explained and declared as well as the relationships outlined
between the webpage and others.
The main reason for creating an ontology of all the concepts within a domain, such as for example webpages,
is that logical connections and relationships can be described between the concepts in the domain. This allows for
inference to be applied on the ontology. Inference is the process of a reasoner, such as for example Racer Pro [6] or
Pellet [9], examining the ontology, and checking for its consistency. Another aspect of this inference is re-classification
of concepts in the ontology. After all, classes or concepts in ontologies can not only be described by means of hard-
coded class names, but also by means of defining properties. The inference algorithm will then look for other classes
in the ontology that fulfil these properties and constraints and will classify them as equivalent or subclasses of one
another, depending on the properties specified. Also, if instances exist in the ontology, the inference algorithm tries to
classify the instances as being instances of the correct concept of the ontology. This is called realisation. In this way,
the formalisation of, and the concepts in the domain itself, need to be chosen. Also, the relationships and logic that
exist behind the concepts have to be specified. Once the ontology is constructed, inference rules can be declared about
the concepts and their properties within the ontology.
Ontologies are certainly not only used in the context of the “Semantic Web”. Some examples of other domains
where ontologies have proved useful are the creation of “Location-Based Services” or making applications context-
aware. The use of ontologies to create “Context-Aware Applications” is described in [2] and [10].
The concepts of ontologies are introduced here by means of an example of Passenger Information Systems (PIS).
This example is modelled in Prote´ge´, an open source ontology-modelling tool, developed by Stanford Medical
Informatics [8]. Fig. 1 shows the position of the PIS and some of the functions available in a hierarchical structure of
the train. One can for example conclude that a “PIS” is a “Component”, which in its turn is a “RollingStockThing”.
All concepts in the ontology inherit from the overall concept of “Thing”. Apart from the PIS as a device by itself, its
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical ontological conceptual structure situating “PIS” in the train.
associated functions are declared in the ontology as well. These functions are defined as being either “SubFunctions”
or “SystemFunctions”, corresponding to the scope of the function. But, an ontology is more than just a hierarchical
description of the domain. Relations between the different concepts are defined as well. Some of the relations defined
for a “CentralPISVideoController” are “hasSubFunction”, “componentDefinedBy” or “isParentComponentOf”. One
of the more specific functions is “supportsMessageFormat” or “supportsMessageType”. These relationships declare
the links between the controller on one side and its attributed functions or defining variables on the other.
2.4. Ontology Web Language
OWL [21] consists of three sublanguages, each of them varying in their trade-off between expressiveness and
inferential complexity. They are, in order of increasing expressiveness:
• OWL Lite: supports classification hierarchies and simple constraint features.
• OWL DL: OWL Description Logics, a subset providing great expressiveness without losing computational
completeness and decidability.
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• OWL Full: supports maximum expressiveness and syntactic freedom however without computational guarantees.
The syntax of OWL is based on XML (eXtensible Markup Language), the formal foundation for its semantics is
based on Description Logics. OWL is the natural evolution of several previous WC3 recommendations:
• XML is the preferred language for creating structured documents, but it imposes no semantic constraints on the
use of the structures in the document.
• XML Schema defines the structure of XML documents. This means that any document wishing to be classified as
belonging to this type of XML document has to comply with the structure its schema defines. It also extends XML
with data types.
• RDF (Resource Description Framework) [22] is the first step towards the desired functionality and adds simple
semantics to concepts by providing facilities for specifying objects (resources) and relations between them. This
specification is based on a representation in XML.
• RDF Schema again allows the imposing of restrictions on the RDF documents, just like XML Schema did on XML,
and provides additional semantics for describing properties and classes of RDF resources. RDF Schema can also
describe generalization hierarchies.
• OWL [21], finally, enhances the vocabulary so that it can describe properties and classes, including relations
between classes (e.g. disjointedness), cardinality (e.g. “exactly one”), equality, richer typing of properties,
characteristics of properties (e.g. symmetry, transitivity), and enumerated classes.
Using one of the three sublanguage-flavours of OWL, one can easily adapt to the required expressiveness. Arguably
the most interesting sublanguage for many application domains is OWL DL, balancing great expressiveness with
inferential efficiency [17]. The efficiency is guaranteed by the underlying Description Logics. Due to its foundation in
Description Logics, OWL DL is also very flexible and computationally complete. This means that all conclusions are
guaranteed to be computable. Also, the decidability of OWL DL, being that all conclusions will finish in finite time,
is an imported aspect. Ontologies are considered as dynamic and evolving in time. As ontologies are also tailored
towards the distributed nature of the Web, OWL additionally provides constructs for (de-)composition, extension,
adaptation, sharing and reuse.
The ontology briefly introduced earlier is easily extendable if new types of “Functions” or new types of
“Components” are introduced. As an example, a new type of “Function” called an “InCaseOfEmergency” function
is introduced. This function defines the actions to be taken when an emergency occurs. New relations between
the existing “Components” and the new “Function” are declared, so that the ontology is now extended with some
new semantic description. A sample extract of the XML/RDF-representation [23] of OWL is in Fig. 2. This sample
illustrates the structuring of the actual machine-processable form of the ontology.
2.5. Querying ontologies
The use of ontologies opens up a wide range of new querying facilities. Looking for concepts in an ontology can
be performed in a number of ways like the exact lookup of concepts using their name, but also querying based on
properties or characteristics is possible. Using the reasoning that can be performed on OWL DL, supported by its first
order logic, concepts can be derived and found that match the properties specified in the query. For example, they
allow checking whether objects are consistent with concepts, retrieving all objects that are instances of a particular
concept, or retrieving all objects that satisfy certain conditions.
Mapping this on the example of the PIS, one might want to look for all “Components” that have an associated
“SubFunction” of “PISVideoControl”, in order to display some information of the next stop of the train. Another
example is the query for all “Components” that have an outdated firmware version. This relationship is defined in the
ontology by the relationship “hasHardwareVersion”.
2.6. Discovery
Using the above methods for querying, more intelligent service discovery mechanisms in a Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) are possible. Currently most registries use a conceptually simple name for reference resolution.
By using the querying methods above, a lookup for services can be performed using a specification of characteristics
and properties. The reasoner behind the registry-ontology can then infer the correct, or the most appropriate reference
towards a service.
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Fig. 2. XML/RDF fragment of the textual description of the ontology defined in OWL.
3. Management-infrastructure for the next generation train backbones
Ontology-driven management aims to provide intelligence and reasoning inside the middleware itself, instead of
having this intelligence in the application layer. Information provided by several agents is aggregated in an intelligent
way and correlated by the ontology-driven middleware in order to provide richer semantics to the users of the
middleware. Also, requests from clients to the middleware are handled in a similar intelligent manner. A single request
from a client might then be broken up into several sub-requests by the ontology-driven middleware, providing a richer
functionality to the requesters, whilst being transparent. A final functionality provided by the middleware is that of
a directory. Using reasoning performed on ontologies, composition of several agents into a larger virtual agent is
supported and discovery of agents based on particular characteristics is possible.
Middleware enables and simplifies the integration of components developed by multiple technology suppliers.
Middleware, such as CORBA, DCOM, Java RMI or Web services, makes it easy and straightforward to connect
separate pieces of software together, largely independent of their location, connection mechanism and technology
used to develop them. CORBA and Web services have obtained success due to their standardised interoperability
and compatibility with other languages. Contrary to other middleware, CORBA and Web services are open, platform
and vendor-independent. Performance of both middleware platforms has already been investigated by the authors and
reported in [14]. Results show that CORBA is better performing. Web services lose some performance in favour of
an easy learning curve. Because of the performance benefits and several extra facilities and functionality readily
provided, the CORBA middleware was chosen for the development of a next generation train backbone. These
extra services include e.g. Directory Services, Event Services or Transaction Services. The choice of CORBA as
the preferred middleware was also strengthened by the fact that CORBA is a mature technology and has already
proven its capabilities in many other projects.
The CORBA-based system that has been developed to provide the functionality needed to satisfy the requirements
of this highly modular and distributed environment is explained in greater detail in this section. This architecture
serves as a basis for the development of an ontology-driven middleware. As mentioned earlier in Section 2, generic
base principles found in related work, such as [16] and [20], have been used as a starting point for the development
for the ontology-driven middleware for next-generation train backbones.
3.1. Architecture for the train backbone
The overall architecture, developed for this system, is a hierarchical, layered one. After all, when the structure of the
railway domain is examined more closely, several different layers of detail can be naturally distinguished. Starting at
the deepest level, the level of the individual subsystems and components is situated. Some examples of these are doors,
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Fig. 3. Hierarchical layered train network.
lighting, air-conditioning or the earlier mentioned “Passenger Information System”. It could be argued that an even
more detailed level can be found, describing the composition of the individual subcomponents of a subsystem, such
as the fan and condenser for the air-conditioning, but these do not directly interact with other subsystems in the train.
Therefore this level of detail is not taken into account. One level higher, the individual vehicle layer is found. This
level consists of all subsystems and services on board a single vehicle. A difference is made between communications
established inside a single vehicle, hence the aforementioned vehicle-layer, and communication through the entire
train.
A train is not necessarily composed of coaches of the same type. Coaches of different manufacturers of
different “Train Operating Companies” in different countries are sometimes coupled together and have to be able to
communicate with one another. This results in the establishment of a train-layer. Although the following is not further
detailed in this paper, a natural extension towards the level of all of the trains of a given train type or even all the trains
in an operator’s fleet, can be made and is certainly interesting to be further examined. This is also highlighted by the
emerging wish for “Train Management Centres” to obtain both real-time and historical information about a certain
train’s status.
The architecture designed for this system must therefore facilitate this inherent nature of layers. Each of the
individual hardware layers identified is represented by a software layer in the train backbone architecture. The
different layers are interconnected through gateways. On the one hand the gateway serves purely as a communication
interconnection between the layers. On the other hand, intelligence is inserted into the gateway as well, which is a
function examined in more detail in this section.
The overall interconnecting communication network is presented in Fig. 3. Using a bottom-up approach towards
identifying all the layers, the subsystems in the coaches are interconnected at coach level using a coach-level network.
Each subsystem has a gateway towards this network. In this way connectivity between the subsystems is possible, and
using CORBA, both synchronous as well as asynchronous communication is supported.
Now that communication facilities are provided between all subsystems in a single coach, communication
throughout the entire train has to be set-up, again using a gateway responsible for the entire coach it is located in.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, all gateways of the coaches are interconnected on the train-level, using a train-level
network.
Trains are dynamic environments; trains couple and decouple many times during the day, resulting in a change of
network topology every time. Along with the changes in topology, the location and the type of available services on
board alters as well. To make this possible, the middleware houses three types of software components, responsible for
the management of the services on board. All these software components are implemented in the gateway. After all,
all traffic between vehicles has to pass through these gateways. So the gateways are the ideal location to form a view
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Fig. 4. Layers in the supporting software and middleware for the train-backbone.
Fig. 5. Illustration of the different software components on the gateway responsible for the management of the communication on board the coach.
on the overall train network topology and its available services. These components are listed below and graphically
represented in Fig. 5:
• Automatic configuration agents are located in every coach. They have the responsibility for setting up and
maintaining the train network with the correct configuration. These agents are mainly responsible for checking
the consistency of the underlying communication network, in our case the IP network, and alter the configuration
settings accordingly.
• On board of every coach, a CORBA Naming Service is located. This service is responsible for listing all services
on board its own coach. It typically answers name to reference lookups from clients wishing to establish a
collaboration with another service or component.
• Another aspect in the architecture is the provision of asynchronous event-based communication. To make this
possible CORBA Notification Services are provided. The choice to prefer the Notification Service to the CORBA
Event Service is situated in the fact that the Notification Service provides functionality to specify “Quality of
Service” constraints on the channels and messages. The gateways have a major responsibility in this mechanism as
well. They forward events in both directions between the coach-level and train-level networks, if necessary.
The supporting software and middleware for this train backbone architecture, as has been detailed above, is
constructed in two layers on top of the physical network layer. As can be seen from Fig. 4, these layers are designated
as infrastructure layer and user layer. The infrastructure layer is the more important layer of the two, as this is the layer
that will provide the necessary functionalities and services for the user layer to utilise. This is the level on which the
middleware is situated. The individual sublayers in the infrastructure layer are detailed in the following subsections.
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Fig. 6. Example train-network configuration in IPv4.
3.2. Configuration of the train network on IP-level
An adapted Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) was used to facilitate the configuration on IP-level. This
adapted DHCP-protocol is used by the automatic configuration agents mentioned in the previous paragraph. These
agents have after all the responsibility for maintaining and configuring the IP-network. The DHCP-protocol has been
adapted to cater for the directional properties of the IP addresses to be assigned to the coaches, according to the TCN
specification. This numbering is further detailed later on in this section.
The agents send out at regular intervals request probes in both directions, i.e. towards each end of the vehicle. If
agents receive such an incoming probe they respond with an answering probe. Inside the configuration agents, all
probes of different kinds are correlated. From this correlated information, the agent can decide how to configure
the IP-settings of the gateway on the train-level in accordance with the other vehicles discovered in the train.
Another functionality these agents have to fulfill is the election of a master-vehicle. This is a vehicle that has
overall supervision responsibility for the IP-network. The extra functionality of this master-vehicle also serves other
middleware components and is described in more detail in the next subsections.
A second aspect of the configuration of the train-network on IP-level is the propagation of the IP-settings of the
gateway on the train-level towards all other components located inside the vehicle. Two different approaches can be
taken here. The first is to statically configure the network on the coach-level and make communication throughout
the train possible by using Network Address Translation. This was indeed the first approach when IPv4 was still used
and NAT was necessary because of the limited addressing space in IPv4. The complex and frequent adaptation of the
NAT-rules every time the IP-configuration in the gateway changes eventually led to the questioning of this approach.
The second approach is to make use of the IPv6 variant of the IP-protocol, with its larger addressing facilities. Using
this, NAT is not used anymore, but the IP-settings determined by the automatic configuration agent for the gateway
are notified towards the coach-level network, so that all internal components can adapt their settings accordingly. Both
of these approaches have their advantages and disadvantages, which are discussed in Section 6.3.
3.3. Logical addressing on train-level
A second important part of the infrastructure layer is logical addressing. It is common practice in the railway
domain to use a standard logical addressing system. This makes a separation of concerns possible between the
underlying real communication network and the services and components making use of it. The need for this is
complicated by the multitude of different technologies present. Having a common logical addressing solution makes
things a lot easier.
This standard logical addressing system is called TCN-numbering [25]. This specifies how to logically number all
vehicles in the train. The head coach or locomotive in the direction of travel of the train is given the number 1, the
second number 2, etc. As already mentioned, this numbering is independent of the underlying IP-configuration. So,
as long as the train does not couple or decouple, the underlying IP-configuration is not changed either. The logical
numbering on the other hand could change. The most common example is when the train changes direction at its final
destination to begin its return trip. Graphically this is represented in Fig. 6.
Two software components have been implemented for this. A client/server paradigm was chosen, hereafter referred
to as “Logical Naming Client” or LNC, and “Logical Naming Server” or LNS. The LNC is situated in every vehicle
and will broadcast register and keep-alive messages throughout the network with the necessary information needed to
make a translation between a logical TCN number and the actual physical IP-address possible. These broadcasts serve
as a kind of heartbeat and notify other components of the existence of the coach in the train. The LNS on the other
hand is located on the previously elected master-vehicle.
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Fig. 7. Sequence diagram representing the collaboration between components during a synchronous call.
This component collects all these heartbeat messages and stores them in a directory. Therefore this component
creates a complete overview of the topology of the train. The second important functionality of the LNS is to act as
the central contacting point for services and components in the train wishing to contact other services or components.
They need to obtain a physical address of the coach, more specifically of the gateway, of which they only have
the logical TCN number. Once a client has this address, it can contact the CORBA Naming Server, as detailed in
Section 3.1 at that particular location and request the CORBA address of the service located on that vehicle.
In Fig. 7, a sequence diagram is given, illustrating the succession of messages needed to establish a synchronous
call between two components or subsystems. In this scenario, the Train Guard wishes to turn on the lights in coach
3. To do this, he performs the necessary functions via the Man Machine Interface on the GUI, representing the Train
Management System. In the first step, the reference to the correct coach, in this case coach No. 3, has to be resolved.
To find this reference, the GUI contacts the LNS to retrieve the CORBA-reference to the CORBA Naming Service,
located on the coach with logical number 3. The second phase is to contact the CORBA Naming Service on coach
No. 3 with the request for the CORBA-reference of the interior lights. Once a reply is received, this reference can be
used to contact those specific interior lights on coach No. 3 and invoke a call to switch them on.
3.4. Facilities for event-based communication
The provision of services for event-based communication is the last part in the infrastructure developed, not
described previously. This part exists next to the logical addressing part, which was presented in the previous section.
This system is divided in two major parts. As described in Section 3.1, two types of networks exist in our architecture,
being the train-level network and the coach-level network. This is reflected in the event-based communication system
as well, by the existence of global channels on train-level and local channels on coach-level.
As can be seen from Fig. 8, in our architecture three types of channels have been constructed. First of all a TMS-
Event channel was created. This channel transports all messages related to configuration of the network. The second
channel is for all non-critical operational information. The last channel is reserved for all time critical communication.
This channel is used to a lesser extent than the normal non-critical operational messaging channel, but has more
functionality towards the provision of “Quality of Services”. Some of the parameters that can be specified for messages
on this channel are maximum delivery time, guaranteed delivery etc. We certainly do not claim that this is a hard real-
time compliant system, but it serves as the basis on which something similar could be constructed using e.g. Real-Time
CORBA.
To configure and maintain these channels and the messages that pass through these channels, again a client/server
paradigm has been used to construct two separate software components. Just like we created a LNS and a LNC for
logical addressing, a “Master Event Manager” or MEM and “Client Event Manager” or CEM were implemented. As
the name already suggests the MEM is used on the master-vehicle. It is responsible for setting up and maintaining all
global channels, and registering their references in the appropriate CORBA Naming Services. This makes sure that
the individual CEM can retrieve and contact these global channels. The CEM’s are located on each vehicle, and are
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Fig. 8. Composition of the different types of channels.
Fig. 9. Principle of message forwarding.
responsible for creating and maintaining the local coach-level equivalent of all global channels. Using this approach,
a distinction between messages destined for the entire train and those for a single coach can be made. To connect the
two kinds of channels together, the CEM implements a “Forwarder”. This software subcomponent takes all incoming
messages and transmits them further in the other direction. Graphically this is represented in Fig. 9.
When setting up a message-based system, a choice has to be made between the well-known push and pull
mechanisms. We opted for the push-model because we think that in a constrained environment like trains with its
embedded systems, it is better to situate the responsibility for the spreading of information and data with the producer
instead of with the consumer. Otherwise, too much time would be spent on constantly polling the producer by the
consumer for new information. Now, the interrupt principle is used by the producer to let the consumer know when
and if new information is available. The consumer can then for itself decide when and if it wants to acquire that new
information.
3.5. Robustness and resilience
It is not an understatement to say that trains and the railway domain in general are a complex environment. This
means that the developed architecture must be robust and has to incorporate facilities for resilience. Some facilities
for this have been implemented in our architecture.
In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we stated that the LNS and MEM were only located on the master-vehicle. This should be
further clarified, and should be read as they are only active in these places. This is because at start-up of the train,
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the system cannot know from the beginning where the master-vehicle will be located. Therefore, LNS and MEM are
installed on every vehicle, but are only active on the master-vehicle.
This means also that if for some unexpected reason, such as a communication link failure, this master is not
available anymore, the exchange of the heartbeat messages as clarified in Section 3.2 will be disrupted. This
automatically initiates a new election procedure and a new master-vehicle is elected. The LNS and MEM on this
new master-vehicle become active and take over the tasks of the failed master-vehicle.
This mechanism ensures a self-healing process. The side effect of this mechanism is that on the software level, two
island trains are created where one island cannot communicate with the other because of the broken communication
link. The same situation is created as when two trains are physically coupled, but the interconnection wires are not.
3.6. Intelligence incorporated in the backbone
One can clearly see that it is not necessary to distribute every piece of information through all the layers in the
system. Therefore, each layer performs some analysis on the data provided by the individual subsystems in its own
layer. Taking the lights subsystem as an example, it would be unnecessary to let all other layers know if a single light
bulb is defective in a particular coach when that coach is still lightened by other lights. If, as a result of this failure,
the entire coach is covered in darkness, then notification by the gateway towards other layers is necessary. Moreover,
the gateway additionally performs analysis tasks such as filtering. If events pass through the train-level network, not
being of any use for the coach the gateway is responsible for, then it is unnecessary to allow this event to enter that
particular coach layer, and vice versa.
Also, aggregation is a necessary function to be supported by the gateway. A single failure of some system, might
result in several other systems failing as well. In order to optimize fault diagnosis, all faults are collected, correlated
and transmitted as a single notification to the other layers.
3.7. Ontology processing in the middleware
In order to provide functionality for the integration of the ontology into the middleware some extra ontology
processing services are provided in the software architecture for the train backbone.
The construction of the ontology is presented in Section 4, but the basic idea for the modelling of the train ontology
and the software architecture for the train backbone is rather similar. They are in fact both created using a layered and
hierarchical approach. Therefore, the natural way to combine the two is to map the layers of the ontology with those
in the software architecture for the train backbone. Special characteristics in the software layer can then be modelled
in the ontology describing that layer and vice versa. Also, the ontology describing this specific layer is managed by
the software components in that particular layer. This facilitates an easy adaptation in case something is changed
in the underlying domain. Such a change will be reflected in the ontology, as well as in the software components,
but these changes will be confined to this layer. This layered, hierarchical approach is thus favoured because of the
inherent layered situation in the real-world domain to be modelled. The individual layers distinguished in our railway
domain have already been discussed in Section 3.1. Because of the layered approach throughout all different aspects
of our architecture, such as the network, the middleware and the ontology, an integrated architecture is constructed,
providing a rich functionality towards the subsystems in the train.
An ontology is not useful by itself, that is, if there is not a service available to process the ontology and to infer
extra knowledge about the domain. Also queries for information, based on the ontology, have to be answered by a
software component in the architecture. The extension of the initial architecture is represented in Fig. 10.
We introduced new middleware services at the same hierarchical levels as the other middleware services, such
as “Naming Services” and “Event Services”. This means that “Ontology Processing Services” are introduced both
at coach-level and train-level. These services can then be used by other services or subsystems if they need richer
semantic knowledge about the domain. Reasoning is the common term used for describing the functionality of these
ontology-processing services. These services can therefore be constructed as a wrapper around existing libraries, such
as the Racer Pro [6] package or the open source Pellet [9] reasoner.
Using this separation of concerns, a delegation of responsibilities is facilitated. To illustrate this statement, the
example of train lighting can be used again. A particular service might only be interested to know the effects and
inferred actions needed on the coach-level when a defective lighting is found. In order to get this information, the
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Fig. 10. Hierarchical layered train network with its ontology extension.
particular service only has to contact the “Ontology Processing Service” on the coach-level network in its proper
coach. On the other hand, if train-wide actions have to be known for some reason, this is done through the “Ontology
Processing Service” on train-level. After all, it is this train-wide service that uses the train-wide ontology to execute
its inferential algorithms on and therefore has a train-wide knowledge base to use. How these ontologies are created
is discussed in the next section.
3.8. User layer
The last layer to be detailed in this section is the user layer. This layer consists of all subsystems and individual
components on board of the train. These are for example, air-conditioning, door control, but also the Train
Management System (TMS). This TMS has an overall responsibility of the train, and has a user interface to manage
other subsystems on the train.
To fulfill its tasks, the TMSmakes use of the infrastructure layer and the services provided by this layer, to establish
communication with the other subsystems. Therefore, the TMS, but also the other subsystems, contacts the LNS and
LNC as detailed in Section 3.3 to find out a reference to another subsystem in a coach of which the logical position in
the train is known, if a direct invocation to that subsystem is needed. First, the CORBA reference to the LNC object
of the target coach is needed. It finds this address in the LNS of the train, which is situated on the master-vehicle. The
second step is to contact the LNC, and to lookup the CORBA reference to the needed subsystem. Once this reference
is received, the direct invocation to this subsystem can be made.
On the other hand, if a message-based communication is favoured, the requesting subsystem sends a message with
a certain destination through one of the appropriate channels as detailed in Section 3.4. Again a similar approach is
taken towards the retrieval of the CORBA reference of the channels. However, the first step of resolving the reference
of a coach with a certain logical number can now be omitted. The messages have only to be transmitted through the
coach-level channel. The “Forwarders” in the gateways are then responsible for train-wide transmission of the event
over the train-level channels, if necessary. A more illustrative example of the user layer is given in Section 6.
4. Hierarchical ontologies for the railway domain
Because ontologies are derived from the Semantic Web, they form the ideal basis for modelling in distributed
environments. Individual ontologies can easily be shared, extended, adapted and composed into larger ontologies.
Therefore new ontologies can be created, combining existing ontologies and newly developed ones. Thus, it is the
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ideal method to create knowledge bases for the dynamic distributed train environment. Therefore we introduce here
hierarchical ontologies for the physical description of trains and for the network infrastructure in this environment.
The hierarchical layered approach towards train backbones has already been discussed in Section 3. The next step
is to combine this hierarchical layered approach with the ontology concepts introduced in Section 2.3. Ontologies
form a crucial part in developing a common understanding of the domain. But, at the same time, the pursuit of having
a common understanding, shared by all the actors and subsystems brings along major challenges, especially in a large
domain like railways.
The basic building blocks, forming the lowest layer in the hierarchical ontology, are the subsystems such as doors,
lighting, passenger information systems and air-conditioning. In this way, those subsystems are the first entities to
have ontologies. Of course, these subsystems don’t exist by themselves. They are located in some particular coach
and cooperate throughout the normal functioning of the train. So, the next level in the ontology is the coach-level
ontology.
This ontology describes an entire coach, using the ontology provided by the composing subsystems. The various
ontologies are thus combined to form a larger, integrated ontology. This ontology then serves as a common understand-
ing of the coach and its internal working. Analysis tools for fault analysis in the coach, as an example, can therefore
use this ontology, which includes the detailed description of the composing subsystems, to execute their algorithms
on. Also, procedures can be specified in the ontology for event handling. Some events are processed locally in the
subsystem or in the coach itself, others need to be transmitted towards the overlaying train-level layer in the hierarchy.
Indeed, by going one step higher, an ontology is created on the train level as well. Again, this ontology is
dynamically composed from all individual coach level ontologies, resulting in a general, common understanding
of the train as a whole. Analogous to the coach level analysis tools, train level analysis tools can use this new high-
level train-wide ontology as a description of the entire train, taking into account the information provided by the
underlying ontology. A detailed use case of fault-analysis on the train is presented in Section 6. Since trains are often
not homogeneous sets of coaches, the coach level ontology is used as a layer in between the ontology describing the
individual subsystems and the overall train-wide ontology. For example, a particular train can consist of a locomotive
and several coaches, not necessarily all of the same type. Another example are the so-called, “Multiple Units”,
consisting of a number of different types of coaches, classified according to the functionality provided. Examples
are trailers, driving van trailers or motored coaches. By creating an ontology in between we also have local knowledge
of the coach, creating a point of redundancy. It could be argued that a fleet-wide ontology could be constructed as well,
and indeed this would be very useful for determining e.g. fleet-wide performance issues. However, this is out of the
scope of our topic, talking about the next-generation train-backbone. Therefore this area is not discussed in this paper.
Apart from the description of the physical composition of the train, an ontology can also be used to create
an understanding of how communication can be established between subcomponents on the train. The ontology
then describes how the different services and subsystems interoperate, and how they can be contacted. Also, the
characteristics of all composing subsystems can be specified in the ontology. This could incorporate not only the
interfaces of the services and their attached functionalities or dependencies, but also e.g. the required bandwidth
needed to perform a certain request.
The characteristics of the entire communication network can also be included in the ontology. The different data
flows with their respective needed amount of resources is another aspect of communication that can be defined in
the ontology, resulting in the ability to automatically infer affected services and functionalities in case of some link
or other failure. By using an ontology for modelling the data flows and their characteristics, a clear understanding
of available and used resources of the communication network is provided, and moreover in the same way as the
other descriptions of the subsystems. The advantage of this common approach is that one single modelling method
is used to provide a description of the entire domain, including both the physical representation and communication
infrastructure with its available services and dataflows, throughout all the different subdomains. Therefore the aim to
create one single, common understanding of the domain with all its characteristics has been fulfilled.
5. Extendability and adaptation of the ontology
Starting from the basic building blocks of the individual subsystems, we composed an overall hierarchical train-
based ontology and corresponding processing services in the middleware. This section discusses why this approach
was taken and gives an example of the need for this bottom up approach.
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It would be a huge task to create one single ontology, useful in the entire railway domain, certainly when the
infrastructure is also taken into account. Illustrating the complexity of the domain, the concept of a train door is often
used. At first sight, this subsystem on-board the train is very simple; it can open, close, lock and unlock.
Extending this initial trivial description of the door, the difficulty is found in the lower level representation of
the door. Every manufacturer uses different subcomponents to construct a train door, having a repercussion on the
ontology. Using the initial thought of creating a single ontology for the entire railway domain, it would be unthinkable
and unfeasible to model every type of door in that ontology.
This can be overcome by developing a skeleton ontology model for the domain. In this model the major subsystems
are identified, but the exact detailed representation is not constructed in this skeleton. Making use of the facilities
provided by OWL, being the support for distributed extension of the ontology, the manufacturers can themselves
provide an ontological representation of the door. This ontology is then inserted into the overall ontology for that
particular train. Also, alterations to the internal working of the door, either to a whole fleet, or just to a particular train,
can be reflected in the ontology description of that particular door.
An example coming from the infrastructure subcomponent of the railways is used here to demonstrate again the
complexity of this domain. It illustrates that the ontology presented here is not only useful for on-board systems,
but also for other systems in the domain. Looking at the basic functionality for signalling systems, it all comes
down to regulating the speed of the train, and allowing it to follow a route according to the timetable. Throughout
Europe, several signalling systems are used, like the “ATB” system in The Netherlands, the “TVM” system on many
high-speed lines in Europe or the “Memor” system used in Belgium. Each of the individual systems has many
manufacturers providing the signalling systems. Although the functionality has to be the same for all systems made
by different manufacturers, otherwise they would not be classified as being compliant for that particular signalling
system, the internal working and composition can be completely different. As an example, this drastically simplified
representation of the ontology is presented in Fig. 11.
The interlocking procedures for route setting, as well as the dependencies between the subcomponents of the
signalling system, can then be specified by the manufacturers, according to the needs of every specific deployment of
the signalling system. Consequently the intelligent middleware with its reasoner would be able to infer for example
why a particular route won’t clear, or if all necessary requirements are fulfilled to clear a certain route.
6. Use case details
This section is composed of two subsections. The first subsection talks about the possibilities of and illustrates the
driving forces behind creating an ontology for the railway domain. The second subsection further details how this
ontological example fits into the software architecture and what the individual steps are, to be taken by the individual
software components in order to establish a collaboration.
6.1. Ontology example
One of the main incentives for creating an ontology-driven middleware is the possibility it creates for intelligent
querying of the domain. To illustrate this, a use case is presented here, demonstrating some of the strong points of this
approach. The choice for the use case given below, is influenced by the discussions in the context of the European
Integrail Project [18]. Integrail is a large consortium of many train construction companies, subsystem suppliers and
operators. The Integrail project has to be situated in the European Commission’s 6 Framework Programme, in the
thematic area of sustainable surface transport development. The suggested approach below, is however not possible
in today’s European legislation. Current standards prohibit the use of dynamic code or dynamic reasoning for safety
critical systems. However, for these safety critical systems, the suggested approach could probably help in speeding
up the process of detection and diagnosis, and thus reduce the amount of time the train is out of service. In the long
term, an evolution in standards and a formal proof of the software, facilitated by the foundation in First Order Logics,
might make this or a similar approach possible.
A key factor in the performance indicators of a train is its punctuality. This punctuality is to some extent influenced
by the door closing times. Many of the delays experienced in the timetable are due to slow door closing, or doors
failing to close along the route. Many of these failures could be prevented using the ontology-driven middleware.
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Fig. 11. High level ontological model including signalling infrastructure systems.
Not all types of doors are the same; one can have, for example, pneumatically operated or electrically operated
sliding doors. It is however almost impossible to build a generic fault-analysis tool for all types of doors at the same
time. Each of these types has a very different internal working and draws its power from very different sources.
Using an ontology describing these doors, the story is completely different. The intelligence is now not in the fault-
analysis tool itself, but in the middleware. Therefore, a generic fault-analysis tool, using the inherent knowledge of
the middleware, can now more easily be built.
This use case deals with the detection of incipient door-failures. Often an upcoming failure can be detected through
an increase in the power consumed by the motor of that door. Of course, this only applies to electrically operated doors.
On the other hand, air leaks can be identified as an indicator of an upcoming failure of a pneumatically operated
train door. This difference clearly indicates again that it is almost impossible to create a single ontology, since these
examples are only two of many types of doors, unless the manufacturers provide with their hardware the ontology
describing it.
The manufacturers of the doors should normally have a clear understanding of the working of their doors. They
should therefore also know about some weaker points in the design or possible indicators for incipient failures. By
including this information in the ontology, the middleware is able to identify the doors that need attention, even before
the door actually fails, using the inference methods applied by the reasoner on the ontology.
But this should not necessarily be the end. Other railway experts, such as mechanical engineers and operators,
might also want to insert some additional knowledge in the ontology. An example of this could be the inclusion of
a rule defining that if all doors on a train are closing too slowly, one does not have to look for door-faults, but the
likelihood of something else failing is very high. One of the reasons could be the power unit failing, or in the other
case of pneumatically operated doors, the compressor being unable to create sufficient air pressure. These rules are
likely to be inserted and established by the experience of staff working on the trains.
The examples described above all use the classical request/response mechanism. It is the operator asking for
incipient door-faults. On the other hand, thresholds for certain property values can also be inserted in the ontology.
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The middleware could include some event handling functionality, monitoring the values of the defined properties.
Rules can therefore be inserted in the ontology, describing which components are affected by the out-of-range value
of some property monitored.
Different types of events can be included in the rules, according to their level of urgency. These events can then
for example be logged into a fault-description database or directly be transmitted to the operator. In the first case, the
database is consulted by depot engineers when the train enters the depot for servicing, so that incipient faults can be
repaired before the actual failure occurs. In the latter case, the fault is of a higher urgency, and should be rectified as
soon as possible. In cases where the fault has already occurred, the train should be taken out of service, because the
safety of passengers and staff might not be guaranteed anymore.
This functionality can also be looked at from another point of view, namely as that of a virtual door-fault analysis
service. Requesters ask this virtual service for all doors failing on a given train, but in fact, it is the middleware
composing several smaller sub-services, such as all the doors, the power supply unit and perhaps others. All those
smaller subsystems compose the larger virtual service. This is another great functionality provided by the ontology-
driven middleware.
6.2. Invocation flow of the software components
How the above ontological example is inserted in the underlying software architecture and what the necessary steps
are for the individual software components to establish a collaboration, is detailed in this subsection.
The first example taken, is that of a depot-engineer requesting a list of all incipient door-failures on a certain train
when it enters the depot for servicing at night. He would therefore consult one of the available graphical interfaces
of the TMS. To be able to formulate a reply towards the engineer, the TMS would first need to contact the individual
ontology processing services on the individual coaches of the train. As detailed before in Section 3.8, the TMS would
first need to obtain the CORBA references of each individual coach. Once it has this list, it would then be able to
query the individual LNC’s for the CORBA reference to the coach’s ontology processing service. Using a CORBA
invocation towards all those individual ontology-processing services, a list is obtained by the TMS with all doors
having an incipient door-failure.
As an additional functionality, the TMS might also want to consult the ontology at a higher level, being the train-
level ontology. It would therefore request the master-vehicle to obtain a reference to the train-level ontology processing
service. An invocation of this service would trigger the reasoner inside the train-level ontology processing service to
reason about overall train-wide knowledge. As illustrated in the previous subsection, the result of the first individual
invocations of all ontology-processing services on the composing coaches might return the list consisting of all doors.
The reason for this could be that all doors have increased door-closing times. The second invocation might have
the reasoner concluding that the power unit is failing, instead of having an incipient door-failure detected on each
individual door of the train.
The second example is that of a threshold value being configured in the ontology processing services. These are
regularly scheduled invocations of the service. The results of these reasoning iterations are then compared to standard
reference values. In cases where the values deviate too much from the standard values, or if something unusual comes
out of the reasoning process, the other subsystems are notified via the messaging channels.
In case the ontology processing service wants to transmit a message over the channel to other components, such
as the TMS or a “Data Recording Unit”, the black box of the train, it would first have to consult the local LNC for
the CORBA reference of the local channel. What channel is needed, depends on the type of message as explained in
Section 3.4. Once this reference has been obtained, the only thing the ontology processing service would still need to
do is to invoke the correct method of the channel to be able to transmit the message through the channel. The channels
by themselves, aided by the forwarders between the channels along the path taken, are then responsible for the correct
delivery of the message to its destination.
In the previous paragraphs, the emphasis has been on the communication to and from the ontology processing
services. Of course, a similar approach is taken if other services or subsystems are involved. The individual steps can
be summarized as follows. For a service invocation on train-level, the reference has to obtained from the LNS on the
master-vehicle. On the other hand, for an invocation of a more specific service on coach-level, a two-step sequence
is needed. Firstly, the CORBA reference of the LNC on a coach with a known logical number has to be obtained
from the LNS on the master-vehicle. Secondly, the LNC of that coach is contacted in order to obtain a reference
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Table 1
Measurements of train initial start-up configuration
3 coaches (balanced) (s) 3 coaches (unbalanced) (s)
IPv4 39.00 59.60
IPv6 1.11 2.97
to the desired subsystem on that coach. Message based communication requires less reference lookups, as only the
reference to the coach-level channels of the desired specification has to obtained from the local LNC. The transmission
of the messages across all coaches of the train is taken care of by the channels themselves, aided by the forwarder for
message transitions between channels.
6.3. Evaluation
As described earlier in Section 3.2, clear advantages and disadvantages have to be compared when choosing
between IPv4 or IPv6 as the IP-protocol variant underlying the CORBA middleware. On the one hand, using the
IPv4 protocol and a static configuration of the coach-level network, failures and mistakes in this configuration are
less likely, because the settings are not changed at runtime. Unfortunately, the extra delay introduced by this Network
Address Translation, more specifically the translation that has to be done for every passing IP-packet, and the initial
configuration of the NAT rules, is a major constraint for not choosing this approach. Therefore, the slightly increased
chance of having a corrupted IP configuration on coach level when using IPv6 is favoured when not having the extra
delays incurred by the NAT.
To illustrate this statement, we conducted some measurements in our test-setup. We emulate a train environment
by using a number of Linux Debian computers, each of them having multiple Network Interface Cards (NICs).
Using these machines, we can create different types of train formations, to see how the architecture and algorithms
implemented, react in different situations. The result are displayed in Table 1. The results display the average of 10
measurements with a standard deviation of 0.75 s (balanced) and 3.67 s (unbalanced) for IPv4 using NAT and 0.43 s
(balanced) and 0.24 s (unbalanced) for IPv6. We clearly notice a significant improvement in initial configuration time
of the train. The explanation for this rather large difference is the use of ip-tables in our Linux Debian test-setup when
using IPv4 and NAT. Ip-tables appear not to be the ideal solution for dynamic environments or situations where NAT
rules have to be changed often. The use of another library for implementing these NAT rules could possibly improve
the performance of IPv4. But this performance issue, together with the limited addressing space in IPv4, resulted
in the choice of another approach using IPv6. The measurements in Table 1 represent the time needed between the
start-up of the automatic agents, and the point when the IP-layer is configured and ready to be used by the overlaying
layers. The left side of the table illustrates a test-setup with three coaches, where the ultimate master-vehicle is situated
in the middle of the train. The right side represents the measurements where the master-vehicle is located at one of
the extremities of the train, thus creating more negotiation exchanges during the election procedure. As detailed in
Section 8, we plan to look in more detail at the possible solutions to overcome this problem using IPv4.
7. Generalization towards other domains
The architectural principles that have been detailed in the previous sections, can easily be used or adapted to
be used in different domains. Indeed, the idea of hierarchical, layered architectures is common practice in software
engineering. The peculiarity of this approach however lies in the combination of a layered approach for the software
architecture with that of the use of a skeleton ontology.
Skeleton ontologies are ideal for reuse and adaptation to individual needs. In this skeleton ontology, we call the
places in the ontology where new smaller ontologies can be inserted, the hooks in the ontology. Some of these skeleton
ontologies have already been implemented and are called e.g. “Suggested Upper Merger Ontology” (SUMO) [24] and
“Mid-Level Ontology” (MILO) [19]. These are also being considered to be used to glue the individual pieces of our
ontology together with other smaller ontologies, e.g. for the human resources department of the company.
Also for other domains, an upper-skeleton ontology could be created for the domain. Other sub-suppliers or sub-
domains could then provide together with their sub-system an ontology describing it. This ontology could then be
inserted in the overall upper skeleton ontology, using one of the hooks, thus creating a global view of the domain.
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An example could be the motorcar industry. An overall skeleton ontology could describe that a car is made up of an
engine, wheels, doors etc. The individual more detailed ontologies could then describe the individual subparts of the
car, e.g. that an engine is composed of cylinders, pistons etc. Later, these could be included in the overall car-ontology.
Of course, such an approach is not always useful. Looking at the reasoning that can be performed on ontologies,
it is suggested that ontologies are interesting for performing fault detection and diagnosis or maintenance scheduling
of a particular domain. Because an overall skeleton ontology is used to glue the individual ontologies together, the
reasoner, or ontology processing service as we have called it, has all knowledge available to infer possible flawed
situations.
The combination of this principle of skeleton and individual ontologies combined with the architectural software
principle of hierarchical layered components working together, creates the possibility of using the “Separation
of Concerns” paradigm. Intelligent services providing particular functionality towards the overall systems can be
positioned at any point in the ontology. They would then be using only that part of the ontology that is situated below
their position, if we look at the concept-hierarchy of an ontology as being a tree datastructure. In our example, this was
illustrated by having ontology processing services in every coach and also one on the master-vehicle. The ontology on
the master-vehicle is then the aggregation of the individual coach-level ontologies, often completed with extra train-
wide knowledge that cannot be expressed at coach-level. It is clear that the ones on the individual coaches only have
a view of the ontology of their coach, while the ontology processing service on the master-vehicle has an overview of
the entire ontology for the train.
Again using the motorcar domain as an illustrative example the following is put forward. An ontology processing
service could be created for fault detection and diagnosis of the car’s engine. Another overall ontology processing
service could be created to have a global overview of the car. Individual failures or incipient failures of the engine
could be detected by the individual ontology processing service, responsible for the engine ontology. In contrast the
reason for a car not starting could be inferred by the car-wide ontology processing service as being the fact that the
door has not been closed properly.
A second example of possible usefulness of the same principles presented in this research in another domain is
the case of the monitoring of Telecommunication Networks. In a first step, the modelling principles presented earlier
could be used to model the equipment in the network. Although only a small number of different “types” of equipment
exist, such as switches and routers, these devices are potentially manufactured by different companies. This means that,
although these devices provide users with the same functionality, internally they might have another model. This is a
similar situation to the presented use case concerning different types of doors. Secondly, this modelling can be done
on several levels. Starting from the modelling of a single networking device, over the modelling of a subnetwork, even
an entire network can be modelled in this way. Thirdly, the reasoners available in the Telecommunications network
can be responsible for the monitoring of the day to day running of the network. If a fault occurs somewhere in the
network, the reasoner could correlate the different parameters from the different devices, and so infer the reason for
the failure, which might be something totally different from the expected reason at first sight. A last example of the
strength of such reasoners and ontological models is that the model of the network with the capacity of the links, the
costs of using that link, could be tuned so that when a new service of customer has to be allowed onto the network,
the reasoner chooses the configuration that maximises the company’s profits.
It is suggestive that many other examples could be found and thus that the use of ontologies together with a layered
software architecture can prove very useful in complex and modular systems. This approach shows its potential mostly
in large complex domains, with a lot of slightly different components providing a rather similar functionality, lots of
data, combined with a potential large number of actors. Of course, the communications architecture presented earlier is
specifically tuned towards the need of the railway domain, but could easily be adapted to the needs of another domain.
Reflecting this statement to the monitoring of Telecommunication Networks, the coaches and coach-level network
from the railway domain could be projected on the subnetworks, while the train-level network could be projected on
the aggregation and interconnecting network that connects the subnetworks together.
8. Conclusions and future work
More and more, the railway domain is evolving into a technically high-profile environment. In addition, software
and intelligence is inserted into the systems of the railway domain. Consequently the need for intelligent distributed
applications increases. An ontology, describing the domain and the services, could prove the ideal way to insert this
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intelligence in the middleware. Reasoners can then infer some extra knowledge about this domain and expose it to the
users of the middleware.
This paper introduced a solution for integrating the intelligence into the middleware of a distributed system.
More specifically, the example of the railway domain was taken to demonstrate the ideas behind this approach. The
advantages of using an ontology to describe the subsystems in this domain were presented as well.
The ontology-driven middleware provides a solution for the need for intelligence. It can be used to develop generic
and lightweight applications. These applications can use the middleware and its inherent intelligence to acquire the
necessary knowledge about the domain and fulfill their desired function. Moreover, the ontology-driven middleware
provides intelligent discovery of services or objects, as well as service or object composition. In the latter case, the
middleware provides a virtual service to the outside world, but inside, this virtual service is composed of several
smaller real services.
Using the extendibility of an ontology, manufacturers can provide the railway domain with specific knowledge
about their produced subsystems. This greatly reduces the effort needed to create an ontology for every train, since
the ontology would then be created by combining the individual ontologies of all composing subsystems on that train.
We also discussed the methods for including this ontology in the middleware and introduced new functionality for
the middleware, since the use of ontologies opens up a wide range of new possibilities. To conclude the paper, an
example use case of a door-fault and incipient door-fault analysis was presented.
A first aspect to be looked at in future work is the solution to the performance problem using IPv4. Also, a
closer look has to be taken into the scalability of this architecture. As can be seen from the results in 6.3, the tests
were conducted using a test-setup with only three coaches. Given the current problems with IPv4, IPv6 looks more
promising to scale well. The second aspect to be considered is how the real-time constraints in the railway domain can
be accommodated. To meet these requirements, we will investigate the usage of Real-Time CORBA [12]. Finally, as
a follow up to this research, we plan to investigate how the architecture presented can be adapted to provide context-
aware services to the passengers, the train guard and the driver of the train.
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